CAN YOU SOLIDIFY A GRAVE, IF NOT THE WHOLE
GRAVE THEN JUST THE BOUNDARIES? ALSO I HEAR
THAT ONE CAN PLACE PLANTS ETC ON GRAVES SO WHY
CAN’T WE PLACE FRESH FLOWERS?

A Muslim is buried upon their death rather than be cremated. The reason for this is many fold
but one key reason is for the body to return to the Earth from where it originated. It is for this
that one recites the following when placing handfuls of soil on the body:

From the earth We created you, and into it We will return you, and from it We will extract you
another time (20:55)
It is for this reason that all items are removed from the body, no extra clothing is wrapped
around the body and the body is placed without a coffin in the grave. Similarly the grave’s
surface has no extra material on it except the soil that was taken from the grave. In fact it is
makruh to even add to the soil on top of the grave, one is only permitted to use the soil removed
from the grave.
Imam al-Sarkhasi discusses the point about making anything solid on the grave in his text alMabsut:
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The grave should be ‘humped’ (like a camel hump) and not flat and not
in the shape of a rectangle. The reason being that having a flat and
rectangle grave is considered as under the ruling of constructed, and one
should choose for graves that which is as far as possible from the ruling
of construction...due to the that which has been narrated that the Holy
prophet prohibited from plastering graves and making them rectangle.
This is because plastering is from construction so it will be forbidden
either because it is beautifying the grave or because it comes under the
ruling of construction.

It is abundantly clear that constructing, solidifying and/or beautifying a grave is reprehensible as
understood by the scholars from the direct prohibition of the Holy Prophet.
The second point is based upon the hadith in which the Holy Prophet took a twig and broke it in
half and stated that he wished that whilst they remained alive that the punishment would be
lessened in the grave. There is a misunderstanding to think that this could apply in the situation
where one places fresh flowers on a grave.
Imam al-Abidin rasise this point in Radd al-Muhtar ‘ala durr al-Mukhtar under the discussion
of the placing of twigs like the myrtle upon graves:
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Plants which grow out of the grave should be left as they glorify Allah.
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After a short discussion he makes the point about the placing of plants, flowers and branches;
The reduction in punishment in the two graves was achieved due to the
honourable blessing of his hand, or his supplication so one cannot apply that
reasoning on anybody else. Having said that, Imam Bukhari mentions that
Burayda ibn al-Husayb requested that two date-palm trees should be planted in
his grave – and Allah the Almighty knows best.
In summary no permissibility has been granted for adding plants or flowers to the grave after
the burial of the person has already taken place. There is clear indication that any plants which
naturally grow from the grave should be left, in fact we have seen that a companion actually
asked for trees to be planted on his grave. This in no way was to beautify the grave, which
obviously flowers do. Furthermore this is not a Muslim tradition but rather adopting atheist or
Christian practices.
In conclusion, we have seen that nothing is added to the grave except the shroud. No items,
extra clothing or even soil to place on the grave. We have seen that the practice of making
graves look beautiful; solidifying them; flattening them; or making them rectangle are
prohibited practices. This should be avoided, especially if the dead would have wanted it or had
a desire for it as it would be a means to increase rather than decrease the punishment of the
grave.
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